
Part two of the take home final exam assignment for Computational Modeling and Simulation: 

This is an excerpt from:  

   http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/ShifletModelingGhostbusters.pdf 

You will need to use the ShifletModelingGhostbusters.pdf along with: 

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/FlockingFall2011.html 

See especially LI List Item #7 which is:   

7.  Ghostbusters and waggle dancing bees question:   (i., ii., iii., iv. and v. are shown below and on web page). 

LI 7 (List Item #7 on the FlockingFall2011.html web page has these 5 questions.  Question 5 (roman v.) consists of 3 

questions.  This is the Ghostbusters/Waggle Dancing Bees/Shiftlet Modeling and Simulation steps journal part of test. 

i. Dr. Peter Venkman symbolizes what phase of the four step problem solving process? Short answer discuss.  

ii. Dr. Raymond Stantz symbolizes what phase of the four step problem solving/programming/model building 
process? Short answer discuss.  

iii. Dr. Egon Spengler symbolizes what phase of the four step computer troubleshooting, programming and model 
building process? Short answer discuss.  

iv. What are the 3 D's that waggle dancing bees convey when they are solving the problem of overpopulation of a 
successful colony and need to split it or the need to relocate a colony due to destruction of their food source. 
Think of 3D as in 3D graphics, but D and D and D are just a convenient way to remember the lessons of the 
waggle dancing bees for computational modeling and simulation and programming NetLogo issues. Fill in the 
blanks question.  

v. THREE questions: See GB1, GB2, and GB3.  Answer these Modeling and Simulation Steps as compared to 
Ghostbusters and Waggle Dancing Bees steps in programming and problem solving. 
ShifletModelingGhostbusters.pdf is the document with the 3 questions that connect ghost.txt, waggle.txt and 
the Shiftlet book excerpt on the Steps Of The Modeling Process. There are SIX STEPS, but you can ignore that last 
3 steps. The 3 questions focus on steps 1, 2 and 3 only.  

v.GB1. 
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v.GB2.  Develop a PLAN is Dr. Raymond Stantz.  Ghostbusters question 2 is GB2 journal entry: 

 

The waggle dancing bees and their process might be relevant here too.  Remember the 3 Ds of the bees. 

Dr. Peter Venkman: (talking to and teasing Dr. Raymond Stantz) 

            Hee hee hee! "Get her!"  

            That was your whole plan, huh, "get her."  

            Very scientific. 
 

v.GB3.  The 3rd step is SOLVE THE MODEL or in programming it is CODE IT, i.e. translate your step #2 PLAN or algorithm 

or recipe into an actual program or application.  Translate the developed PLAN into NetLogo code.  Make your 

model specific.  Step 1 was Understand it.  Step 2 was Plan it.  Step 3 is code it or solve it.  Sentence two suggests 

it is wise not to JUMP to step 3.  Discuss/write a journal entry, react to the Ghostbusters and waggle dancing 

bees readings and quotes and feel free to relate it to your experience in the class with Netlogo turtle graphics.. 

 

 

As with part one of the take home final:  Email your answers and work to: jacobson@cs.uni.edu or you can 

deliver work to 307 ITTC and slide it under my door or turn it in to CS dept office in 305 ITTC (old East Gym). 

mailto:jacobson@cs.uni.edu

